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ABSTRACT 

The steady state effect of vertical fins is assessed on a photovoltaic/thermal solar air heater having a 

double pass configuration in which fins are placed in the lower channel perpendicular to the direction of 

air flow. Air passes through the upper channel of the air heater and before passing in the opposite direc-

tion through the lower channel. The effects of design, climatic and operating parameters are evaluated on 

temperatures, efficiencies and other parameters. For fixed operating conditions, fins are observed to in-

crease heat transfer area and rate, reduce cell temperature about 16°C, and improve thermal and electrical 

efficiencies. Higher packing factors are advantageous as they increase electrical output per collector area 

and reduce cell temperature. 
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1. Introduction 

The utilization of solar energy depends highly 

on the technology’s performance, economics, 

efficiency, reliability and durability. Two main 

types of solar energy technology and many ad-

vances have been reported in recent years for 

each:  

• Solar thermal energy systems have improved 

in reliability and efficiency, with efficiencies 

of 40-60% typical for low and medium tem-

perature applications [1].  

• Solar photovoltaic (PV) energy systems have 

achieved significant reductions in module 

prices [2].  

However, improvements are still actively 

sought, as the cost of production of PV power 

remains considerably higher than the generation 

of solar thermal energy, while the nominal effi-

ciency of mono-crystalline silicon based PV 

modules is still relatively low, at around 18% [3]. 

Photovoltaic/thermal (PV/T) solar collectors 

combine these two solar technologies to generate 

thermal and electrical energy simultaneously, 

often more cost effectively that is the case for 

separate systems. The integration of solar and PV 

systems also often reduces operating cell temper-

atures, enhancing performance and efficiency. 

Interest in solar PV/T technology has correspon-

dingly increased notably over the last decade. 

The application of PV/T systems for air heating 

as well as electricity generation is of significant 

potential, given the large requirement for air 

heating in many countries.  

Improvements in PV/T systems are sought to 

enhance their advantages, for both general appli-

cations and air heating. The present investigation 

is one such effort, and examines the potential 

benefits of adding vertical fins to a PV/T solar air 

heater having a double pass configuration. The 

main objective of this investigation is to better 

understand the impacts of double-pass configura-

tions and fins on the performance of PV/T solar 

air heaters. This work extends a previous analysis 

by the present authors of the effects of fins on 
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PV/T solar air heaters [4]. It is anticipated that 

the results will assist designers and users of the 

technology, and help in expanding its use. 

2. Background 

PV/T systems have been increasingly investi-

gated in recent years as researchers seek to en-

hance the performance of such systems. Many 

reviews of the status and advances of the tech-

nology have been published [5-11], and examina-

tions of potential improvements of PV/T solar 

energy systems [12-14]. 

Numerous studies of PV/T systems for air 

heating have been reported in recent years, aimed 

at better understanding the technology and im-

proving its performance and characteristics, in-

cluding a review of the status of the technology 

[15].  

Some of these studies have involved experi-

mental work. For instance, Tripanagnostopoulos 

et al. [16] constructed and field tested PV/T col-

lector systems with both water and air as the heat 

transfer fluids, considering covered and unco-

vered collectors. In most of these investigations 

the collector consisted of a single-pass air heater 

with the air flow under the absorber surface and 

above the metallic back plate. The performance 

of these PV/T collectors increased through the 

use of diffuse reflectors made of flat aluminum 

sheets.  

Many analytical and computational investiga-

tions have also been reported on PV/T systems 

for air heating. Some notable examples are as 

follows: 

• Garg and Adhikari [17] simulated the perfor-

mance of PV/T air heating collectors with 

single and double glass configurations. The 

authors used the analytical solution of a dif-

ferential equation that yields the air tempera-

ture in the fluid flow direction. 

• Cox and Raghuraman [18] sought increases in 

the solar absorptance and reductions in the 

infrared emittance of flat plate air PV/T col-

lectors, through computer simulations.  

• Kalogirou [19] performed PV/T system simu-

lations using TRNSYS. An optimum flow 

rate for the PV/T system was found to be 25 

l/h for a PV/T collector area of 5.1 m
2
. 

To increase the heat transfer rate from absorber 

surface to air, many modifications have been 

proposed in the design of PV/T air collectors. 

Potentially beneficial modifications include 

changing the air movement path, using multiple-

pass air flow configurations, using corrugated 

absorbers and adding fins to enhance heat trans-

fer [20,21]. Several studies of the benefits of such 

modifications have been reported, e.g., the im-

proved performance due to the enhanced cooling 

of photovoltaic cells has been studied for PV/T 

double-pass air heaters relative to single-pass 

units [22]. Various other studies of the effects of 

fins in solar PV/T systems have been reported 

[12-14,23-30], including air a preliminary analy-

sis of the effect of fins on a PV/T solar air heater 

was recently carried out by the present authors 

[4]. 

3. Base System 

The assessed PV/T solar air heater with two 

air passes is shown in Fig. 1, and some corre-

sponding parameter values are listed in Table 1. 

Solar radiation incident on the upper glass cover 

is transmitted to the absorber surface, where a 

part is converted to electricity by the PV cells and 

part is converted to thermal energy. Most of the 

heat collected by the absorber/cells is transferred 

to the flowing air in the upper and lower chan-

nels, with a small part lost to the surroundings. 

The length and width of the air heater in Fig. 1 

are both 1 m for both channels. The heights of the 

upper and the lower channels are 10 cm and 3 

cm, respectively, and the system does not incor-

porate fins. 

4. Modified System with Fins 

The same system in Fig. 1 but with fins, 

which is utilized as the modified case in the pre-

sent investigation, is illustrated in Fig. 2. Some 

corresponding parameter values are listed in Ta-

ble 2. The two configurations in Figs. 1 and 2 

have the same component shapes and dimen-

sions, except for the bottom surface of the ab-

sorber where vertical fins are added in Fig. 2. The 

height and thickness of each fin is 2.5 cm and 0.1 

cm, respectively, and the number of fins is taken 

to be 24 per meter length of collector based on 

the results of Garg et al. [20] 
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Fig. 1: Cross-section of double-pass PV/T solar air heater (base case) 

Table 1: Values of dimensions for the base and modified PV/T cases 

Component Dimension Value (m) 

Air heater Length 1.0 

 Width 1.0 

Upper channel Height 0.10 

Lower channel Height 0.03 

 

Fig. 2: Cross-section of double-pass PV/T solar air heater with fins (modified case) 

 

Table 2: Values of fin dimensions for the modified PV/T case 

Dimension Value (m) 

Height 0.025 

Thickness 0.0001 

5. Analysis Assumptions and Simplifications

Several assumptions and simplifications are 

made in the analyses: 

• The effects of fins are assumed to be assess-

able based on steady state performance. 

Thus, transient effects are neglected and 

steady state energy balances are determined 

for the PV/T solar air heaters and their com-

ponents. 

• The air temperature is assumed to vary only 

along the air heater length.  

• Temperature variations are assumed negligi-

ble for the upper glass cover, the lower glass 

cover and the back plate in the direction of 

air flow.  

• The thermal capacity is neglected for each 

component of the air heater.  
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• Thermophysical properties of the air heater 

are assumed constant over the operating tem-

perature range of the air heater. 

• The mean absorber surface temperature is 

assumed equal to the PV cell temperature, as 

the incident solar irradiation and optical 

properties of the absorber and photovoltaic 

cells are assumed identical. 

6. Energy Balances 

Steady-state energy balances are expressed for 

components of the base case and modified PV/T 

solar air heaters.  

6.1 Glass covers 

A steady-state energy balance for the upper 

glass cover can be formulated as follows: 

)TT(h)TT(h

)TT(h)TT(hl

fgfcgagwcg

sgsrggggrgg

121222

2221212

−+−

+−=−+
     (1) 

Here, It is the total solar radiation incident on 

the upper glass, and Tg1, Tg2, Ts Ta, and Tf1 are the 

temperatures of the lower glass, the upper glass, 

the sky, the ambient air, and the air in the upper 

channel, respectively. Also, hrg1g2 is the radiative 

heat transfer coefficient from the lower glass to 

upper glass, hrg2s is the radiative heat transfer co-

efficient from the upper glass to sky, hcg2w is the 

wind induced heat transfer coefficient from the 

upper glass to ambient air, and hcg2f1 is the con-

vective heat transfer coefficient from the upper 

glass to air.  

Similarly, a steady-state energy balance for 

the lower glass cover can be expressed as fol-

lows: 

)TT(h)TT(h

)TT(hl

fgfcggggrg

gprpgg

11112121

111

−+−

=−+
      (2) 

where hrpg1 is the radiative heat transfer coeffi-

cient from the absorber surface to the lower glass, 

and Tp is the temperature of the absorber surface. 

6.2 Air in channels 

A steady-state energy balance for the air in the 

upper channel can be formulated as follows: 

)TT(h)TT(h

dx

dT

w

m

fgfcgfgfcg

fcf

12121111

2

1

−+−

=
�

  (3) 

Where m�  is the air flow rate and cf is its spe-

cific heat capacity Also, w1 is the width of the 

upper air channel, and hcg1f1 is the convective heat 

transfer from the lower glass cover to air.  

Similarly, a steady-state energy balance for 

the air in the lower channel follows: 

)TT(h)TT(Kh

dx

dT

w

m

fsfcgfpcpf

fcf

2222212

2

2

−+−

=−
�

  (4) 

where w2 is the width of lower channel, hcs2f2 is 

the convective heat transfer from the back plate 

to the air in the lower channel, and Tf2 is the tem-

perature of air in the lower channel. 

6.3 Absorber/cell surface 

A steady-state energy balance for the ab-

sorber/cell surface can be expressed as follows: 

)TT(Kh)TT(Kh

)TT(h)(Pl)P(l

sprpsfpcpf

gprpgelpvp

222212

1111

−+−

+−=−+− η
  (5) 

where Ip and Ipv are the quantities of solar irradi-

ance absorbed by the absorber and photovoltaic 

cells, respectively, P is the packing factor of 

photovoltaic module, which is the fraction of the 

absorber surface occupied by the photovoltaic 

cells, �el is the electrical efficiency, hcpf2 is the 

convective heat transfer coefficient from the ab-

sorber surface to air in the lower column, hrps2 is 

the radiative heat transfer coefficient from the 

absorber surface to the back plate, and Ts2 is the 

temperature of the back plate.  

The factors K1 and K2 are defined as [20] fol-

lows: 

�
�
�

�
�
�=

A
A

K 0
01 η                                                  (6) 

�
�
�

�
�
�=

A
A

FK 0
02                                                 (7) 

Where 
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finAAA +=0                                                      (8) 
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Here, A is the area of the bottom surface of 

the absorber without fins, Afin is area of the fins, 

L1 is the height of the fins, �o is the fin effective-

ness, �fin is the fin efficiency, kfin is the thermal 

conductivity of the fin material, wfin is fin thick-

ness, F0 is the shape factor for radiative heat 

transfer from the bottom of the absorber surface 

to the the back plate, �p and �s2 are the emissivi-

ties of the absorber surface and the back plate, 

respectively, and hcpf2 is the convective heat 

transfer coefficient from the absorber to air in the 

lower channel. 

6.4 Back plate 

A steady-state energy balance for the back 

plate can be formulated as follows: 

)TT(U)TT(h

)TT(Kh

asbfsfcs

sprps

−+−

=−

22222

222
     (13) 

where Ub is the bottom heat transfer coefficient 

and Ta is the ambient air temperature.  

7. Analysis 

Eliminating Tg1, Tg2, Tp and Ts2 from Equations 

(3) and (4) by rearranging Equations (1), (2), (5) 

and (13) yields two first-order linear differential 

equations: 

23121
1

ff
f

TXTXX
dx

dT
++=                            (14) 
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2
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f

TYTYY
dx
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++=                                (15) 

where X1, X2, X3, Y1, Y2 and Y3 are constants 

which can be algebraically evaluated. Solving 

Equations (14) and (15) yields air temperatures as 

function of x in the direction of air flow in the 

upper and the lower channels:  

{
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The following boundary conditions are used 

to determine of N1, N2, M1 and M2: 

)xat(TT inf 01 ==                                         (23a) 

)Lxat(TT ff == 21                                       (23b) 

where Tin is the inlet air temperature of for the 

upper air channel, and L is the air heater length. 

The radiative heat transfer coefficients in 

Equations (1), (2), (5) and (13) are evaluated us-

ing relations in Holman [31], while the forced 

convective heat transfer coefficients for the air 

flow in the upper and lower channels, which is 

turbulent for the range of flow rates encountered 

in the present investigation, are calculated using a 

correlation derived from the data of Kays [32]. 

The packing factor is taken to be 0.50 arbitrarily 

(22) 
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dividing the absorber surface equally for thermal 

and electrical output. 

8. Efficiencies 

8.1 Energy and electrical efficiencies 

The energy (or thermal) efficiency of the 

PV/T air heater is expressed as: 

tc

fifof
th

IA

)TT(cm −
=

�
η                                       (24) 

Here,  is the air flow rate, cf is the specific 

heat of air, and Tfi and Tfo are the air temperatures 

at the entrance of the upper channel and the outlet 

of the lower channel, respectively.  

The electrical efficiency of the PV cells can be 

evaluated as follows [33]: 

)]TT(.[n refpmopel −−= 004501η                  (25) 

where �op is the nominal efficiency of the photo-

voltaic cell at the reference temperature Tref, and 

�el is the efficiency of the photovoltaic cell at the 

mean absorber temperature Tpm. By integrating 

Tp(x) in the direction of air flow, the mean ab-

sorber temperature is expressed as: 




=

L

o

L

o p

pm

dx

dx)x(T
T                                            (26) 

8.2 Overall Efficiency 

The economic value of electrical and thermal 

energy generally differs, since electricity is high 

grade energy and heat at near-environmental 

temperatures is low grade energy. Thus it is un-

reasonable to simply sum them to obtain an overall 

efficiency. Introducing the equivalent thermal elec-

trical efficiency [34, 35] the conversion of the 

electrical efficiency (of PV cells) to an equivalent 

energy efficiency for a thermal power plant. 

Then, the overall efficiency of PV/T air heater is 

calculated as: 

th
f

el
total

c
η

η
η +=

1

                                             (27) 

where cf1 is the conversion factor of the thermal 

power plant, taken to be 0.38 here. 

9. Results and Discussion 

The performance is evaluated for the base 

case PV/T solar air heater as well as the modified 

PV/T solar air heater with fins. The effects of 

system, climatic and operating parameters and 

packing factor are considered. 

9.1 Results for base case 

Parametric variations for modified designs of 

the PV/T solar air heater are presented in Figs. 3 

to 7. 

9.1.1 Effects of solar irradiance and air mass 

flow rate on temperatures 

The effect of solar irradiance and air mass 

flow rate on the temperature rise of air as it 

passes through the air heater (Tfo – Tfi) is shown 

in Fig. 3a, and on the absorber/cell temperature is 

shown in Fig. 3b. The air temperature increase 

with solar irradiance is almost linear and is 

somewhat more significant at lower flow rates 

(0.03 kg/s) than at higher flow rates. The increase 

in absorber/cell temperature with solar irradiance 

is more significant at low flow rates (0.03 kg/s) 

than high flow rates (0.15 kg/s). The ab-

sorber/cell temperature increases almost linearly 

with solar irradiance on the collector surface. The 

increase in the absorber/cell temperature at low 

air flow rates (0.03 kg/s) reduces the energy and 

electrical efficiencies of the PV/T air collector (as 

seen subsequently in Fig. 4). Note that a low cell 

temperature increases the electrical outputs and 

the inlet air temperature. The thermal output of 

air heater is useful only for low temperature ap-

plications or pre-heating of air.  

9.1.2 Effects of solar irradiance, air mass flow 

rate and temperatures on efficiencies 

The effect of solar irradiance and air mass 

flow rate on the PV/T energy efficiency is shown 

in Fig. 4a and on the PV/T electrical efficiency is 

shown in Fig. 4b. Also, the effects of air mass 

flow rate and the ratio of the air temperature rise 

to the total solar irradiance on the PV/T energy 

efficiency are shown in Fig. 5. The variation in 

energy efficiency with solar irradiance is seen in 

Fig. 4a to be minor. For lower flow rates (0.03 

kg/s) the energy efficiency decreases marginally 
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with solar irradiance, while for higher flow rates 

the energy efficiency increases slightly. Increas-

ing solar irradiance is seen in Fig. 4b to reduce 

the electrical efficiency, mainly because it in-

creases the absorber/cell temperature. 

The PV/T energy efficiency curves in Fig. 5, 

which illustrate the effects of air mass flow rate 

and ratio of the air temperature rise to total solar 

irradiance, provide information on the maximum 

thermal heat attainable from the PV/T  

air heater for various flow rates and inlet air 

temperatures. The maximum thermal output from 

the PV/T collector corresponds to an air mass 

flow rate of around 0.12 to 0.15 kg/s. Also, the 

solar air heater system is not as efficient for high 

inlet temperatures. 

9.1.3 Effect of channel depths on overall effi-

ciency 

The effects of upper and lower channel depths 

on the PV/T overall efficiency are shown in Fig. 

6. The convective heat transfer rates to air vary 

with channel depths, affecting the air heater 

overall efficiency. The effect of depth is observed 

to be more significant for the lower channel than 

the upper channel.  

9.1.4 Effect of packing factor on efficiencies 

and temperatures 

The effects are shown in Figure 7 of packing 

factor on PV/T energy, electrical and overall effi-

ciencies and on the rise in air temperature. As the 

packing factor, which denotes the fraction of ab-

sorber area dedicated to photovoltaic cells, in-

creases from about 0.4 to 1.0, the PV/T electrical 

efficiency increases by 5%, and the PV/T overall 

efficiency by 17%. The packing factor affects the 

electrical output of the solar PV/T collector sig-

nificantly, with most of the efficiency increase 

attributable to the increased electrical output per 

unit collector area. The thermal energy output of 

the air heater decreases with packing factor, as an 

increasing portion of the collector surface area is 

used for electricity generation. Thus, the rise in 

air temperature is observed in Fig. 7 to decrease 

with increasing packing factor. 

9.2 Comparison of results for base and mod-

ified cases 

In this section, the effects of fins on efficien-

cies and temperatures are presented. The energy, 

electrical and overall efficiencies are illustrated 

in Table 3 for the solar PV/T system without fins 

(base case) and with fins (modified case), and the 

results for the base and modified cases are com-

pared. To improve understanding, the differences 

in the air and cell temperatures for the base and 

modified cases are also indicated in that figure. 

The thermal and electrical efficiencies are low for 

the base case system and the cell temperature is 

relatively high. The effect of fins on the back side 

of the absorber surface is clear in Table 3, with 

the addition of fins increasing the PV/T energy, 

electrical and overall efficiencies. Adding fins 

also increases the surface area of the system ab-

sorber which, in turn, increases the heat transfer 

from the surface. This phenomenon reduces the 

absorber/cell temperature 

 

Fig. 3a: Variation in air temperature rise in the air heater with solar 

irradiance and air mass flow rate 

 

Fig. 3b: Variation in PV cell temperature of the PV/T air 
heater with solar irradiance and air mass flow rate 
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Fig. 4a: Variation in air heater energy efficiency with solar irradiance and air mass flow rate 

 

Fig. 4b: Variation in PV/T air heater electrical efficiency with solar irradiance and air mass flow rate. 

 

Fig. 5: Variation in PV/T air heater energy efficiency with air mass flow rate and ratio  

of air temperature rise to total solar irradiance.  
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Fig. 6: Variation of PV/T air heater overall efficiency with depths of channels 

 

 
Fig. 7: Variation of efficiencies and rise in air temperature (Tfo – Tfi) with packing factor. 

 
Table 3: Efficiencies and temperatures for the base and modified solar PV/T air heating systems* 

Parameter Base case (without fins) Modified case (with fins) Change (from base to modified case) 

Efficiencies (%)    

Energy 48 55 7 

Electrical 14 15 1 

Overall 58 66 8 

Temperatures (°C)    

Cell surface 83 66 –17 

Rise 6 7.5 1.5 

* For a solar irradiance of 800 W/m2, and an air mass flow rate of 0.06 kg/s and inlet temperature of 25°C. 

1-Further analyses were carried out to determine the dependence of the results on fin configuration (height and thickness as well as spacing). It 

was observed that the primary results presented do not change significantly with moderate variations in these parameters, providing the varia-

tions do not inhibit the air flow.

10. Conclusions

The addition of vertical fins perpendicular to the 

direction of air flow to the lower channel of a PV/T 

solar air heater having a double pass configuration 

enhances energy performance. The analysis high-

lights the significance of design, climatic and opera-

tional parameters on thermal and electrical outputs 

and provides useful insights into the thermal and 

electrical behaviour of a double-pass air heater with 

vertical fins in the lower air channels. The addition 

of fins increases the heat transfer area and rate, re-

duces the cell temperature, and improves the energy 

and electrical efficiencies. It is observed that energy 
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efficiency varies nearly linearly with both solar ir-

radiance and inlet air temperature, the PV/T electri-

cal efficiency is significantly affected by ab-

sorber/cell temperature, the depth of the upper and 

lower channels are significant although the lower 

channel depth affects heat transfer to air more, and 

higher packing factors increase unit electrical out-

put per collector area and reduce the cell tempera-

ture.  

Nomenclature 

A Absorber area [m2] 

Afin Fin area [m2] 

cf Specific heat of air [J/kg-K] 

cf1 
Conversion factor of the thermal power 

plant  

h Heat transfer coefficient [W/m2-K] 

I Solar irradiance [W/m2] 

kb 
Bottom insulation thermal conductivity 

[W/m-K] 

kfin Fin thermal conductivity [W/m-K] 

L Air heater length [m] 

T Temperature [ºC] 

m�  Air mass flow rate [kg/s] 

P Packing factor 

U  
Bottom heat transfer coefficient 

[W/m2-K] 

w1 Upper air channel width [m] 

w2 Lower air channel width [m] 

wfin Fin thickness 

x Distance along heater 

Greek letters 

�el PV cell electrical efficiency  

�total 
PV/T air heater overall (total) effi-

ciency 

�o Fin effectiveness 

�op PV cell nominal efficiency  

�fin Fin efficiency 

Subscripts 

a ambient 

b bottom surface 

cg1f1 convective lower glass to air 

cg2f1 convective upper glass to air 

cg2w convective upper glass to ambient 

cpf2 
convective absorber surface to air in 

lower channel 

cs2f2 
convective back plate to air in lower 

channel 

El electrical 

f1 air in upper channel 

f2 air in lower channel 

fi air at inletfo air at outlet 

g1 lower glass 

g2 upper glassin inlet 

p absorber surface 

pm mean absorber temperature 

ref reference temperature 

Pv photovoltaic module 

rg1g2 radiative lower glass to upper glass 

rg2s radiative upper glass to sky 

rpg1 radiative absorber to lower glass 

s sky 

s2 back plate 
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